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Abstract
Due to the lack of more variate, native and continuous datasets, sign languages are low-resources languages that can benefit
from multilingualism in machine translation. In order to analyze the benefits of approaches like multilingualism, finding
the similarity between sign languages can guide better matches and contributions between languages. However, calculating
the similarity between sign languages again implies a laborious work to measure how close or distant signs are and their
respective contexts. For that reason, we propose to support the lexical similarity measurement between sign languages through
a video-segmentation-based machine learning model that will quantify this match among signs of different sign languages.
Using a machine learning approach, the similarity measurement process can run more smoothly than a more manual approach.
We use a pre-trained temporal segmentation model for British Sign Language (or BSL). We test it on three datasets, an
American Sign Language (ASL) dataset, an Indian Sign Language (ISL), and an Australian Sign Language (or Auslan) dataset.
We hypothesize that the percentage of segmented and recognized signs by this machine learning model can represent the
percentage of overlap or similarity between British and the other three sign languages. In our ongoing work, we evaluate
three metrics considering Swadesh’s and Woodward’s list and their synonyms. We found that our intermediate-strict metric
coincides with a more classical analysis of the similarity between British and American Sign Language, as well as with the
classical low measurement between Indian and British sign languages. On the other hand, our similarity measurement between
British and Australian Sign language holds for part of the Australian Sign Language and not the whole data sample.
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1. Introduction
Measuring the similarity of sign languages can enhance
research on genealogical, social, and other relations be-
tween different signed languages and regions. Besides,
it can help understand Deaf culture, origins, and evolu-
tion. As reported in (Börstell et al., 2020), one of the
largest sign language databases, Glottolog 4.11 (Ham-
marström et al., 2019) contains 194 sign languages
datasets whose relations are not known or analyzed
enough. Measuring similarity between specific sign
languages can help reuse resources in a multilingual-
ism approach, such as in machine translation (Bapna et
al., 2019). We can bridge communication gaps between
signers and speakers with properly annotated sign lan-
guage datasets, scaled analysis, and machine learning
technology.
Sign language similarity usually focuses on measuring
lexical similarity across the signs, extracting features
manually and under the subjectivity of the different ex-
perts. This approach can be very time-consuming due
to the exhausting visual analysis that needs to be per-
formed by a person. In that sense, more systematic ap-
proaches can support or complement this analysis by
using machine learning methods. More specifically,
sign languages similarity measurement is a process that
can benefit from more computational approaches such
as computer vision and natural language processing.
Moreover, computer-vision approaches are preferred

1https://github.com/glottolog/glottolog

when working with sign language processing because
they are less intrusive and less laborious. For example,
most recent research is obtaining good results in sign
language segmentation to find temporal boundaries of
signs and recognition to identify a segment of a video
with a corresponding sign (Renz et al., 2021a; Renz et
al., 2021b; Bull et al., 2021; Varol et al., 2021; Camgoz
et al., 2020).

Our work proposes to use a segmentation model to
measure the sign languages similarity. For that goal, we
use a pre-trained segmentation model in one sign lan-
guage, such as BSL (Cormier and Fenlon, 2014; Fenlon
et al., 2011), and measure how well it can segment and
recognize signs in a second sign language. We evaluate
different strict-level metrics, such as raw or exact match
and match, considering synonyms. We use the vocab-
ulary provided in Swadesh’s list (Swadesh, 1971), and
Woodward’s list (Woodward, 2000) to compare to pre-
vious and future work. Our results show relative values
to the previously-reported classical similarity-measure
method comparing BSL to ASL and ISL. On the other
hand, even when our similarity measure between BSL
and AUSLAN categorizes them as the languages of the
same family, the exact value is not close to the reported
classical measurement when looking at the entire sam-
ple. When analyzed by the Australian region, our cal-
culations are closer to the classical measure in the Mel-
bourne sample. We have organized our paper as fol-
lows. In section 2, we review the background of simi-
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larity measures between languages and current similar-
ity measurements between sign languages. In section
3, we describe our datasets. We provide more details
of our proposed use of a video-based machine learn-
ing model to measure similarity in section 4.1 and the
calculation and analysis of the metrics in section 4.2.
Later in section 5, we present results and similarity
analysis.

2. Background for Sign Language
Similarity

As mentioned in (Mathur and Napoli, 2011), many fac-
tors have an effect on similarities and dissimilarities
across different sign languages. For this reason sign
language similarity analysis often provides new infor-
mation that helps linguists to study sign languages.
For example, in spite of USA and UK sharing En-
glish as their spoken language, ASL is closer to French
Sign Language (usually abbreviated as LSF) than to
BSL (Cagle, 2010; Brooks, 2018; Mathur and Napoli,
2011). The factors that influence sign languages, can
be geographic or historic ones (Cheek et al., 2002). Re-
cent methods measure sign language similarity from a
lexicostatistics perspective (Yu et al., 2018; Börstell et
al., 2020). These four features are usually considered
to measure similarity of signs: hand shape, location,
movement, and palm orientation. Besides these fea-
tures, it is worth to notice other cases of similarity. For
example, signs may or may not encode the same mean-
ings in different sign languages. For example, as re-
ported by (Börstell et al., 2020), the NGT (Sign Lan-
guage of the Netherlands) sign WAAR-A (’where’) is
identical to the ASL sign WHAT, while the sign WAT-
A (’what’) is identical to the ASL sign WHERE. This
form overlap may produce cross-linguistic mismatch.
Language similarity is usually measured by the
Swadesh method, which started being a list of 225
words (Swadesh, 1952) and ended up being a list of 100
universally used meanings (Swadesh, 1971). Initially, a
similar process was followed to measure the similarity
between a pair of sign languages. However, (Wood-
ward, 2000) considered Swadesh’s method an overes-
timation of the similarity measure. As mentioned by
(Yu et al., 2018), Woodward highlights that the use of
pointing for signs, such as pronouns and body parts,
can be misleading. Woodward list was developed from
swadesh list in (Woodward, 1978) but then modified
to a list of 100 words (Woodward, 2000). Other work
compares the similarity overlap obtained from a lexi-
cal database of 50 signs and the Swadesh list (Minton-
Ryan et al., 2019). For instance, (McKee and Kennedy,
2000) reported similarity measures in three categories:
identical (match in the four features), related but dif-
ferent (differ only in one feature), and completely dif-
ferent considering swadesh list. They reported 25%
and 77% of identical similarity of between BSL-ASL
and BSL-Auslan, respectively, and 31% and 87% in-
cluding related-but-different. Similarity measures be-

tween 12% and 36% are considered families of a stock;
between 36% and 81% make two sign languages of
the same family, while the overlap of larger than 81%
makes them dialects of the same sign language. These
ranges were proposed in (Crowley and Bowern, 2010).
Other previous work uses computational and more sys-
tematic approaches to measure similarity and intelligi-
bility between and within sign languages. The work
in (Hildebrandt and Corina, 2002) measures the simi-
larity of different signs within the same sign language
by asking native and hearing subjects. (Brentari et al.,
2020) analyzes properties such as marking agency and
number in four sign languages for their cross-linguistic
similarities. (Sáfár et al., 2015) evaluates the mutual in-
telligibility through genre among three sign languages
and the benefit of mouthing to measure the effect of the
overlap between the spoken languages.
Some automatized methods include a comparison be-
tween finger-spelling only (Kishore et al., 2017) and
automatic distance measures such as Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) on videos over the four previously
mentioned features (Wang et al., 2014). Machine learn-
ing models for recognition, segmentation, and transla-
tion can contribute to analyzing larger corpora and with
more detail. Moreover, we estimate that they would be-
come a powerful tool to support similarity analysis of
languages. More standardized and multi-sign language
datasets are needed to approach these tasks.

3. Datasets and Preprocessing
In this section we describe our datasets and pre-
processing methods. For ASL and Auslan, we found
existing dataset. However, for ISL, we downloaded
Youtube videos and match them with their transcripts.
We use the python library moviepy to segment the
videos according to their annotations per sentence. For
testing the similarity with BSL (Schembri et al., 2013;
Fenlon et al., 2011), we analyzed ASL, Auslan and ISL
datasets. As we do not perform any preprocessing step
for BSL, we provide details about it in section 4

3.1. ASL
We used How2Sign 2 (Duarte et al., 2021), a large-scale
multi-modal and multi-view continuous American Sign
Language dataset. It originally had significantly large
training, testing, and validation datasets each consist-
ing of video files and ground-truth annotation files. We
work with its test set where the video files have multi-
ple sentences in 24 fps.
In the annotation file of large-scale ASL, sentence-wise
time boundary was available for each video. We rep-
resent the duration distribution of sentences in Figure
1. We sample 100 sentences that last between 1 sec-
ond and 6 seconds. Along with their respective an-
notation or English translation, this became our final
ASL dataset. We converted the video files into 25fps
as 25fps was the required rate of Renz’s model. There

2https://how2sign.github.io/
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Figure 1: Duration of each sentences in seconds in x
axis and Number of sentences in y axis. The majority
of the sentences had no more than 10 seconds and there
were no more than 100 sentences having length larger
than 20 seconds.

are a total of 548 tokens (including repetition of some
signs or tokens in different sentences) in the sample we
took from ASL testing dataset for our experiment.

3.2. Auslan
We collected videos and their annotations in EAF
files from Auslan corpus3 mentioned in (Johnston and
Schembri, 2006). The annotation files provided sev-
eral tiers such as FreeTransl, LitTransl, Comments-
Linzi, CLUwithinCLU etc. However, some of them
were for isolated signs and some of them were for sen-
tences. FreeTransl and LitTransl were for sentences
and we took the datasets that had translations of Lit-
Transl tier. We refined our collection criteria to be
within the area of Melbourne (1 large video file con-
taining 21 sentences), Sydney (1 large video file con-
taining 31 sentences) and Northern Australia (3 large
video files containing 66 sentences) from their collec-
tion of endangered Australian Sign Language. Simi-
larly to ASL, we extracted a total of 118 sentences in
new video files of 25 fps along with their corresponding
English sentence translation in a ground-truth annota-
tion file. There were total of 1186 tokens, including
repetitions. For example, in these two sentences: “He
ran. Then she ran”, 5 signs) tokens are counted.

3.3. ISL
We extracted 50 video files in 30 fps from a Indian Sign
Language (ISL) tutorial along with their corresponding
ground-truth annotation file (was available in English
translation) from (CADREE, 2020). The tutorial was
in English whereas the sign representation is in ISL.
There were total of 112 tokens, including repetition of
some tokens in different sentences. We converted the
video files to 25 fps. The process that we followed to
measure the classical similarity score of ISL with BSL
is addressed in Section 5.

3http://hdl.handle.net/2196/00-0000-0000-0000-D7CF-8

4. ML-based Segmentation Model for
Similarity

We estimate the similarity by counting the number of
recognized signs of one sign language that the segmen-
tation model found even when pre-trained in another
sign language. In other words, we interpret the test
accuracy as the overlap between these two sign lan-
guages. This section explains the sign-segmentation
model and our proposed evaluation metrics for sign
language similarity analysis.

4.1. Segmentation Model
The temporal segmentation process of signs is a costly
process that needs expert annotators to distinguish the
boundaries or start and end of each sign in a semantic
unit. Motivated by this, (Renz et al., 2021a) presents a
3D multi-stage temporal convolutional network trained
as binary classification to determine if each frame is
in a boundary or in a sign segment. To get the sign
boundaries, they use a very well known action recogni-
tion model, I3D, to get spatio-temporal features. These
spatio-temporal features are processed with a multi-
stage temporal convolutional network. A classification
layer on top of this feature vector generates the sign
class probabilities.
Renz et al. propose a segmentation model trained
on two datasets, BSLCorpus and PHOENIX14 (DGS)
German Sign Language and tested in those 2 and BSL-
1K. We take this model pretrained with BSLCorpus
(Fenlon et al., 2011) learned weights. BSLCorpus is
a BSL linguistic corpus that provides various types
of manual annotations, and a portion of it carries in-
dividual signs with their sign categories and tempo-
ral boundaries. The BSLCorpus dataset consists of
videos of 4.8 hours. The sign classification procedure
followed numerous rules, including allocating lexical
variations of the same word to the same class and se-
lecting classes with less than 10 occurrences. Merging
the categories for constructing a generalized training
dataset focuses on priority for dominant hand. This
work provides code and a pretrained model4 in BSL
that we use to test in ASL, Auslan and ISL.
They explain their results with two metrics mF1B and
mF1S, which are calculated based on the correct iden-
tification of boundary positions and extent of the sign
segments, respectively. They defined boundary as a
series of the frames labeled with value of 1. Conse-
quently frames of a sign segment are labeled with value
of 0. To measure correct segment identification they
work with two thresholds. One establishes the maxi-
mum distance between the middle of the ground-truth
boundary and the middle of the predicted boundary.
On the other hand, they count as a correct identified
sign segment the value of IoU (intersection over union)
of the ground-truth and predicted sign segments. Al-
though they reach values of 68.68 and 47.71 in mF1B

4https://github.com/RenzKa/sign-segmentation
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and mF1S, these metrics mainly focus on lengths and
positions and not in the recognition of the class or sign.
Moreover, they mention that semantic class labels were
not fundamental to achieve good segmentation perfor-
mance. From our understanding, they also used a pre-
trained model on sign language recognition. Up to date
this paper is written, we were not able to access de-
tails on the accuracy of the sign language recognition
model. However, we hypothesise they rely on some of
the most advanced sign language recognition models
looking at their collaborators an their previous work.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics
To measure the similarity of two sign languages,
dataset-A and dataset-B, we train or use a pre-trained
model on dataset-A. The input for this model is a video
of a sequence of signs and the prediction is the written
or annotated signs, in a sequence as well. Then, we test
this model in dataset-B and compare the prediction of
sequence signs to the ground-thruth annotation. In our
case, the segmentation model is trained on BSL and we
will test the model for ASL, Auslan and ISL to measure
the similarity between them and BSL. We represent the
similarity between ground-truth annotation (part of our
dataset) and the predicted-annotation (model’s output)
using the 3-metric measurement system with different
level of strictness: EXACT MATCH, MATCH SYNG,
MATCH SYNGP.

Figure 2: The ground truth-annotation files: These
files have signs of a sentence with their corresponding
boundaries.

In Figure 2 and 3, we show some examples of how the
ground-truth and the prediction annotation files look
like. In Figure 2, the single file (of a sentence) contains
a total of three signs (after filtering stop words such
as “ ’s”, “an”, “the”) and the line before the sign con-
tains the time boundaries of that single sign. The first
and last boundaries of the file represent a single sen-
tence’s time boundary. We represent the corresponding
prediction-annotation file for that ground-truth annota-
tion file in Figure 3. The “WEBVTT” writing on top
of the file represents that these files are in .vtt exten-
sions. We get these files by testing the input video files
(containing one sentence each) on the pre-trained sign
segmentation model in BSL.
We work with continuous sign language and

Figure 3: The predicted-annotation files: These files
have multiple predicted signs of a sentence with their
corresponding boundaries.

not isolated sign language. We look for any
match throughout the sentence boundary in-
stead of the sign boundary. According to EX-
ACT MATCH, there is one sign (“let”) common
in both files. For the sign ”let“ from Figure 2,
”EMPTY,DISCUSS,DIRTY,TIDY,LET,WANT“ are
the predicted signs in Figure 3.

4.2.1. Exact Match
The ground truth annotation files have signs of a single
sentence in them. We get the corresponding predicted
signs in individual predicted-annotation files. Regard-
less of lexical ordering differences, the sentence bound-
aries of each prediction-annotation file should contain
the matched sign if there were any matched sign be-
tween the ground-truth annotation file and prediction
annotation file. For EXACT MATCH, we first cal-
culate the total signs throughout all the ground truth-
annotation files that had any match in its corresponding
prediction-annotation file. We then divide this num-
ber by the number of signs from the ground truth-
annotation file. We finally represent the percentage of
the ratio. Equation 1 below represents the formula to
calculate metric1.

EXACT MATCH =
n

N
∗ 100, (1)

where n is the number of groundtruth signs that
matched with a sign from it’s corresponding predicted-
annotation sentence, and, N is the total number of
groundtruth annotation signs.

4.2.2. Ground Truth Synonyms
MATCH SYNG is similar to EXACT MATCH, except
we first get a set of synonyms for each word sign of
ground truth-annotation files. Then, We look for the
sign or any sign synonyms of that sign in the corre-
sponding prediction-annotation files. For example, if
there is a word “small” in the ground-truth annota-
tion file, and we get a set of synonyms for that word
as “{little, slight, tiny, minor}” and the prediction-
annotation file contains “tiny”, we calculate it as one
match. Finally, we calculate the number of matches,
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and we divide this number by the total number of
signs in the ground truth-annotation files and present
its percentage. Equation 2 below represents the for-
mula to calculate MATCH SYNG. It is the procedure
for MATCH SYNG.

MATCH SYNG =
n

N
∗ 100, (2)

where n is the number of groundtruth signs or any syn-
onym of that sign that matched with a sign from it’s
corresponding predicted-annotation sentence, and, N
is the total number of groundtruth annotation signs.

4.2.3. Ground Truth and Prediction Synonyms
For MATCH SYNGP, along with considering the syn-
onyms of ground-truth words, we also consider the syn-
onyms of predicted words for matching. It is similar
to MATCH SYNG except that we also collect a set of
synonyms for each word signs of prediction-annotation
files and the synonyms of ground-truth annotation files’
words. So, we look for the sign or any synonyms of
a sign from ground-truth annotation files in the corre-
sponding prediction-annotation files’ words or any syn-
onyms of that word. Finally, we calculate the num-
ber of matched signs considering the synonyms of both
files. We divide this number by the number of original
signs in the ground truth-annotation files and present
its percentage. Equation 3 below represents the for-
mula to calculate MATCH SYNGP. It is the procedure
for MATCH SYNGP.

MATCH SYNGP =
n

N
∗ 100, (3)

where, n is the number of groundtruth signs or any syn-
onyms of a sign from ground-truth annotation files in
the corresponding prediction-annotation files’ words or
any synonyms of that word that matched with a sign
from it’s corresponding predicted-annotation sentence,
and, N is the total number of groundtruth annotation
signs.

5. Experiments and Result Analysis
In this section we present the overlap of our datasets
and the Woodward’ and Swadesh’s lists to have a better
perspective and interpretation of our results. Although
the two lists are traditionally identical (as woodward
list was mainly developed from swadesh list), we in-
cluded results for both the lists. The reason is that we
compare our results to classical measurements that use
swadesh list such as (McKee and Kennedy, 2000) for
BSL-ASL and BSL-Auslan, and our manual calcula-
tion for ISL. However, more recent works use wood-
ward list and there is more probability to compare our
analysis with others future work. We present the val-
ues obtained for our 3-metric system and analyze which
one gets closer results to classical similarity measure-
ments. Finally we analyze Australian results by each
region.

5.1. Signs from Swadesh list and Woodward
list in our dataset

We have described in Section 1 that 100 signs of
Swadesh list and 100 signs of Woodward list have the
possibility of lexical similarity of any two sign lan-
guage all over the world. The occurrences of signs from
Swadesh list and Woodward list are around 1/10 times
of the total signs in our datasets (represented in Table
1).

SL Sign entries w s % Overlap s s % Overlap
ASL 548 21 3% 43 7.85%

Auslan 1186 78 6.58% 156 13.15%
ISL 112 11 9.8% 10 8.93%

Table 1: Occurrences of words of sign language dataset
in Woodward and Swadesh lists. Here, w s = Occur-
rences of words from Woodward list # of times (includ-
ing repetition in different sentences) and s s = Occur-
rences of words from Swadesh list # of times (including
repetition in different sentences.

In this table, total sign entries for ASL is 548. As
we are working with continuous signs instead of iso-
lated signs, it includes repetition of signs. Also, Renz’s
model tries to predict each sign in a sentence. So, we
calculated total of how many signs we are putting as
input to the Renz’s model that it is trying to predict
(excluding stop words such as ‘a’, ‘the’), instead of to-
tal of how many unique words are there in the dataset.
For example, from “The person is picking a pen from
the other person’s hand”, total signs are ‘person’, ‘is’,
‘pick’, ‘pen’, ‘from’, ‘other’, ‘person’, ‘hand’ and the
number is 8 (including the repetition of the word ’per-
son’, because the model is trying to that word twice).
Sign entries column represent this count for all the
datasets. Also, the overlap percent 3% means that from
548 signs altogether, 3% times a Woodward word ap-
peared. The overlap column of Table 1 represents this
count for all of our datasets.

5.2. Evaluation of metrics
We process three datasets, ASL, Auslan, ISL datasets
for testing them on a pre-trained segmentation model
in BSL. For each of these datasets, we have video files
with their corresponding ground truth-annotation files
and obtain the prediction-annotation files after testing.
We provide a repository5 for reproducible experiments.
We analyze the similarities between ground truth-
annotation files and predicted-annotations files
with respect to EXACT MATCH, MATCH SYNG,
MATCH SYNGP. As the EXACT MATCH does not
consider any synonym sign matching, rather matches
directly, we address it as stricter metric. On the other
hand, MATCH SYNGP considers synonyms of both
ground-truth signs and predicted-signs which increases
its possibility of getting a match per pair. Nevertheless,

5https://github.com/tonnidas/sign similarity
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Woordward Similarity (in %) Swadesh Similarity (in %)
Classic

Similarity (in %)

Sign
Language

EXACT
MATCH

MATCH
SYNG

MATCH
SYNGP

EXACT
MATCH

MATCH
SYNG

MATCH
SYNGP

ASL 28.57 33.33 47.62 13.95 23.26 39.53 25
Auslan 23.72 50 57.69 34.62 46.15 48.72 77

ISL 0 9.09 9.09 0 0 0 7

Table 2: All numbers represent the percent for that column in that particular row. The first row after the header
is for ASL dataset which matches with classical similarity measurement. There are focused two rows. First one
is “Woodward similarity” that represents how many Woodward words occurrences found a match among all the
Woodward words occurrences in datasets and the second one is “Swadesh similarity” which represents how many
Swadesh occurrences found a match among all the Swadesh occurrences in datasets.

MATCH SYNG is a semi-strict metric as we consider
the synonyms of only ground-truth signs. Our results
show that this metrics MATCH SYNG is the more
reasonable and correlated sign language similarity
measurement compared to the classical method of
similarity score. We compare our results with the
scores of identical categorized from (McKee and
Kennedy, 2000).
From Table 1, we can see that among the signs in ASL
dataset, 3% of the time Woodward appeared and 7.85%
of the time Swadesh words appeared. It indicates that
great part of the dataset is out of Swadesh and Wood-
ward’s lists, and this also holds for both Auslan and
ISL. In our Auslan dataset, the times of occurrences
of Woodwards and Swadesh words were 78 and 156
respectively and in our ISL dataset, the times of occur-
rences of Woodwards and Swadesh words were only
11 and 10 respectively. In Table 2, we presented our
results for the two datasets with respect to two lists of
words: Woodward similarity’ and Swadesh similarity’.
Our results show that, in general, metrics considering
‘Swadesh Similarity’ are closer to the ‘Classical Simi-
larity’. For BSL and ASL, we see in Table 2, our simi-
larity metric, MATCH SYNG, is 23.26% that supports
the classical similarity score is 25%, which is close. It
is a common assumption that ASL and BSL are similar
as both American and British speak English. Never-
theless, ASL and BSL are independent sign languages,
fully unique and distinct, and cannot be understood by
each other’s users.
We could not find a reported similarity score for ISL
and BSL considering Swadesh list and Woodward list.
Thus, we calculated the classical measurement value
for ISL manually considering only the appeared Wood-
ward words and Swadesh words following (McKee and
Kennedy, 2000)’s method for the category of identical.
This process considers four features: location, hand-
shape, orientation and movement for each single iso-
lated sign. If any all of the four features match with
another sign of same meaning, that is considered identi-
cal. As our ISL dataset has low number of swadesh and
woodward words (10 and 11), the similarity percent-
age according to the category of identical signs may
not represent the similarity score for all 100 swadesh or

woodward listed words. Thus, we considered calculat-
ing similarity score for all the features(location, hand-
shape, orientation and movement) individually and put
a score of 1 for all these features for a individual sign.
If a feature is matched in both sign representations from
different sign languages that has the same meaning, a
score of 1 is calculated. If all four of the features are
matched for a sign representation that a score of 4 is
achieved. We calculate the percentage of scores by di-
viding the scores that is achieved with the scores that
we would achieve if all of them were identical accord-
ing to (McKee and Kennedy, 2000) and then we calcu-
late the percentage.
We considered only the isolated words (manually
picked) that appeared combined in both standardized
Swadesh and Woodward words lists and count 10 and
11, respectively. Our calculations indicate that BSL-
ISL has a 7% of classical similarity. We see in Ta-
ble 2 that the similarity score between BSL and ISL,
is around 9% for our MATCH SYNG metric, which is
close to the classical measurement.
Comparing BSL and Auslan, according to
MATCH SYNG, Woodward and Swadesh simi-
larity is 50% and 46.15%, respectively. we can see
that Auslan results for ‘Woodward Similarity’ do not
fully support its classical similarity measurement
with value 77%. In spite of this result, some specific
dialects of Auslan correlates better with the classical
measurement as we will describe in Subsection 5.2.1.

5.2.1. Analysis of dialects in Auslan
The total proposed values of similarity measurement
between BSL and Auslan in Swadesh’s and Wood-
ward’s lists are distant from the classical measure-
ment of 77%. In this section we provide a deseg-
regated analysis on Auslan Sign Language variations
and how our proposed metric calculated individually
by dialect might reflect a closer relation with the clas-
sical measurement. According to (Wikipedia contribu-
tors, 2022), the reason behind this is that Sydney and
Melbourne dialects of Auslan is more inclined to BSL
where Northern Auslan dialect is more prone to be dif-
ferent than BSL. In our dataset, we collected 5 video
files for a total of 3 groups dialects; 3 files from North-
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ern (total of 654 signs), 1 file from Sydney (total of 230
signs) and another 1 file from Melbourne (total of 302
signs).

MATCH SYNG (in %)

Sign
Language

Swadesh
Similarity

Woordward
Similarity

Classic
Similarity

Auslan
(Northern1)

39.29 25
77

Auslan
(Northern2)

45 28.57

Auslan
(Northern3)

27.59 23.53

Total Of this
3 files

36.36 25

Auslan
(Melbourne)

55.17 75 77

Auslan
(Sydney)

68 61.11

Total Of this
2 files

63.29 68.42

Table 3: Dis-aggregated analysis of Australian dialects

Table 3 represents the similarity rate according to
MATCH SYNG aggregated into two groups, the first
one is of northern dialect and the second one is of Syd-
ney and Melbourne (combined). We combined these
two in one group as we also mentioned earlier that these
two dialects may have roots in older dialectal differ-
ences from the United Kingdom. From this table, we
can see that the northern group has a similarity of only
36.36% for Swadesh words and only 25% for Wood-
ward words which is far away from the classical mea-
surement of 77%. On the other hand, the combined
Sydney and Melbourne group has a similarity of around
64% for Swadesh words and around 70% for Wood-
ward words which is very close the classical measure-
ment of 77%. This different results on regions and di-
alects of the Auslan dataset explains our results in Ta-
ble 2. The sign language from northern dialects are not
much similar to BSL while the Melbourne and Sydney
dialects are similar which is why we can see that the
overall combined Auslan results are not close to classi-
cal measurement in Table 2.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
This work proposes the similarity measurement of
three pairs of sign languages: BSL vs. ASL, BSL
vs. Auslan, and BSL vs. ISL. This measurement con-
sists of interpreting the accuracy of a model trained in
one sign language and tested in another as the overlap
or similarity measurement. Our work emphasises on
cross-linguistic matching where forms of the signs and
also the assigned English gloss for the signs match. The
ground truth-annotations are provided by the signers
(according to ASL, Auslan, ISL dataset repositories).
The segmentation model identify the temporal bound-
aries of each signs and then predicts the sign. As the
model is pre-trained in BSL, it can only predict a sign
from the testing set (ASL, Auslan, ISL) successfully

when similar sign is present in BSL. So, our similar-
ity percentage reflects what percent of signs in ASL or
Auslan or ISL would a BSL signer recognize based on
their lexical forms.
We introduce three accuracy metrics of different strict
levels using exact matches and considering synonyms
for only the ground truth and for both ground truth and
predictions. We found that the intermediate-strictness
metric using woodward and swadesh lists are the closer
measurements to the classical one for ASL and Auslan;
and woodward list for ISL.
This approach could help provide a more systematic
way to measure the similarity between two sign lan-
guages. Our approach can measure the similarity of any
pair of sign languages once we compare our findings
with previous manually reported similarities. How-
ever, we compare our similarity metrics to previous
classical measurements reported. We cannot guaran-
tee that the same calculations were followed in all the
sign languages on those classical calculations. On the
other hand, we do not report more information about
the BSL dataset and its overlap with Woodward’s and
Swadesh’s lists.
Naturally, another suitable model to measure similar-
ity can be a sign language recognition, which directly
focuses on the sign. In reality, isolated signs may be
influenced by other signs when used inside a sentence,
and continuous signs make up the English word related
to the sign.
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